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Anti-N uke -Filmmakers
Charge Industry Harassment
Targets of the so-called" media
watch and suppreSsion effort"
..
have ranged from the ridiculous to
More than 20 years of s~rmklng ex- the sublime, from Spidermanto
~atlons
and growmg public Karen Silkwood. Those involved in
disenchantment with nuclear power the productions contend that In
h~~eforced the.nuclear. industry to many instances the nuclear Indusdivide its"pubhc rel.atlOns effort.s try has scored successesin keeping
bet~n
~tuatmg
the post- controversial
material off the
tlve "and . ellmlnCltlng the nega- airwaves and movie screens, .
tlve..
.
.
•'There is an ongoing effort to supT~y the mdustry Is engag~.ln
press all anti-nuclear media coverboth a stepped-,~p advertlsm~ age," said Don'lJidener, an Emmy
campaign behind Citlz~ Atom
Award-winning filmmaker who has
and, accor~lng to television and produced two films on nuclear
mov~e writers and producers, and power. "Anyone trying to produce ,
ambitious, expensive andcontronuclear filmS hears from the
Spanish Ambasoodor to the
Jose Uado speaks on the warming political climate In his country at apress
verslal effort to block or Influence industry"
conference on theBSU qampus Tuesday. seated, from the left, are U.S. Senator Frank Church, Uado, Idaho
films and 1V shows depicting the Whlleltishardlysurprlslngthatthe
seceretary of State ~te cennarrusa, and BSU Prasldent Dr. John Keiser.
potential perils of nuclear power. Industry should be interested In
such projects,. and In fact denies
exercising any Influence, Widener
believes their meddling has been
unfair and damaging. He claims
that while working on the 1971 film,
"The
Powers That Be,"
he
the legalization of the language, were whisperlng~"
Cennarrusa
by BlId Humphrey
received a threatening phone call in
with street murders and rapes noted further his hope that the
the middle of the night from the
Movement toward Basque auto- cornon in several towns.
"turnoll" still connected with the
public relations director- at the.
nomy In spaln has become,
Gradually, the t~rror~sm and. Basque struggle for autonomy
Atomic Energy Commission.
"wonderful
crisis ... a dynamic . repressIon subsided and In January
would subside. .. .
.
According to Widener , the.caller
part" of Spain's tranetormatlon 1977 the Basque.flagwas legallzd.
L1ado stressed his vieW that the
Boise'State University'S director
into.
democracy,
said His . U.S. senator, Fra,hl(C\1urch,a1so at . effort ..toward reconclllatlon with .'..ot . affirmative.' action, Rosalie asked .if he, were going to use
anything on plutonium in the film, .
Excellency Jose Uado, ...•
Spanish tbs press mei>tlng';dCmmfll1tedthat .the'8asques'.!sa,
refi~lionof,;a,Nfig~u,-has
r.esign~nhat,position
ambassador.to the United Stat€S,lnw.en
the~panlshgovernment.
broad"politic:al·'ctiange
,'across 'to takea'job a:;.statt assistant to the and. warned that he would "go to
higher. sources" to stop him.
a press conference Tuesoayaftergranted the Basquesthe right to fly Sp<iln."In less than two years," he' director of the Young Adult
noon atBSU. The conference was .their flag and iTlarch in the streets said, . "we. have clifll'lged. from a Conservatio.n Corps!n Washington During negotiations tor his I9nfilm,
Element of Risk," .
held' In th~ office .of
BSU for the first time In over 40 years, totalitarian process of government D.C. She Will begin her new duties "Plutonium:
Widener
said,' "P.BS (Public
President,Dr. John Keiser, atter a ,their reaction "became cleseto ,a' to a derrlocratlc form." Hasald the Oct. 9.
. .
Broadcasting System)' got a letter .
closed-door conversation with BSU religious experlel1ce.,. We can t : recent popular election of a. Nadeau, who has been with BSU
administrators.
Imagine how. intensely they felt parliament that had' been hand2 since 1970, ,'roB selected as·· the from Atomic Industrial Forum'
L1ado noted he expects a 'about these things."
picked by Franco for decades school's first affirmative action President Carl Walske, screaming
about the fact that I was doing
constitution for a Basque state'
Idaho secretary of State, Pete.~ Indicated "we have reached a high. director In 1975.
film."
The leUer,
within Spain to be approved by Cennarrusa, a Basque who has' level of democracy.
In that position she developed another
addressed·
to
Henry
Loomis,
. mld-Ntvember~ first through the visitec,l. the Spanish communltes,
"I feel, " he.continued, "th~e'S SSU's affirmative action Policies
president oUhe Corp; for Public
~.Ieglslalure and thqn by a public added that the change "at least on '.going .to be more change in our and acted as coordinator with the
Broadcasting,
complainedtha~
'vote.
In addition· to" near~self th~ surface," . w?!3 far-reaching, country, for the belter. The word Is federal government over litlelX
\(Ilidener
was
the
"producer of a
government, the col'!stltutlon will
"peol?le spoke Basque in the not 'hopeful' but 'sure.'"
and other programs. She has alsp
slanderously anti-nuclear program,
;~so,give tbe Basque state the right ,streets freety, Whereasin; 1971 t~ey
beeo active In programs for
'The Powers That Be.'"
'tocontrol h()using; trade, utility
handicapped and minority stu-'
PBS proceeded to complete the
and other operations which have
dents.
$124,000 film, but then decided to
been administered. byth~ central
Nadeau has conducted several
withhold it frornnatlonal scheduling
government.
according to the
viIorkshopsonaffirrnative action In
because It was "one-sided" and
ambass-s.dor. ,.'
.
Southern Idaho.
'~over simplified. "ConsequentlY,
Leaders of the Basque community
Boise State, President Or•. John
In Boise met with' L1ado Tuesday
Keiser praised Nadeau for her only a dozen of the' 268 PBS
night to discuss the state of affairs.
"high. quality" .work In affirmative , affiliates bought and used the film,
which features actor Jack Lemmon
In the Basque, I1bmeland In
'~rry' BSU Is losing her demonstrating . how to build a
Northern Spain. Th~ vlsl~ was the
first of any Spanlshei'nlssarywlth
expertise .. She has been,a pioneer, plutonium bomb In your kitchen.
by Eleanor Smith
Pacific News Service
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Resigns
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Basques In Southwest Idaho. whIch
h th I est 0",01"
t\nul tl'

In her field ... : the· unlilersity will
miss her," Keiser said.
.
.Nadeau will leave her """Itlon at

as e.. arg . U<W\oIue
"""p a on
outside of the homeland. A public
stateinent wasexpectec.Ltpbe
.released early Wednesday on. Ule
outcome of that meeting. '
As well, the. 'ambassador had
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conversed with Basqes In the Idaho
countryside over ,laSt .·weekend.
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from a'sltuatlon
that was so
reeentlyvolatlle,
he
noted,
"Idon't
think concern is serious when
one
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the future.,.ls so bright."
Until_shortly·
after longtime
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culture. that separated IUrorntM
Spanish ~eurlawf~l.
Including
..
.
.
the Basque language and thelr.AcamvaI8tmosph~
an mqstly ooopemtwwea
erma ...
flag. A student in SSU's Spanish .. '.~S'''(,~~nu~!J3SU O'f1atl'zat/~nal.Fathlro:'l ~hep8tlJ outsfideltheS~B .~
campusprograrn two. years agQ
n_ QUIa rnncomestopQver. ,rom '. e"lSftwo
uays 0 asses.or
:. reported rightlest terrorism against
students. Waterme!on,and the movie, Young Frankerl1lteln were
the Basque people. not ~ongafter
suroflrehlts,as
wasJhe Ilwban~, 'Squire.-' .
"
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IDUES HURT
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type of crop or nutrient strain is
well on the way to maturity when
other complimentary seedlings are
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•
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Lament with me, dear reader, the
plight. of the pathetic pest.
Misunderstood by all but a few
entomologists and concerned allies
of the earth,the insect spends the
major portion of Its time confounding experts and outlasting those
who seek its demise, ,VVhereasthe
labels on the garden shop shelves
boast of their. alledged toxicity
towards anything that cree ps,
crawls or flies, the wily wee ones
. prefer ,the privileges of anonymity,
increasing their numbers to oounter the Increased assaults on them.
Their strategy appears to be a
successful one as this statistic
shows: thirty years ago farmers
suffered a 7 percent crop loss after
applying 50 million pounds of
agricultural pesticides;
today,
farmers suffer a 13 per cent
preharvest loss, but the application
figure has soared to more than 700.
Piece (5/29/78):
"I won't tell a guy
he won't get hurt in the first few
years going organic, because he
probablywill. It'shardforaguyon
chemicals to say 'no more' and
then sit back and watch his trees
take a beating until his fields get
back to a healthy,biologlcal control.
. It's just like your own body. If it's
sick and abused it takes time to
restore It to balanced health."
Alas such remarks fall on deaf ears
at those farms with high tractor
payments, short term cash flow
problems, and a petrochemical
addiction that is devouring them.

In

Masanobu Fukuoka. He writes
the JUne publication of. EastWest,
describing his thirty year approach
to farming: •'I was. aiming at a
pleasant, natural way of farming
which results in making the work
easier Instead of harder.
How'
about not doing· this or that, that
was my way of thinking.
J
ultimately reached the conclusion
that there was no need to plow, no
need to a!Jply-fertilizer, n~ need to
make compost, no need to use
insecticide. VVhen you get right
.down to it, there's hardly a single
agricultur~l, practice that Is really
necessary. He goes onto say that
farml~g in Japan was dcne without
plowing a thousand years ago, and
deep plowing came to the Island
wit~ the introduction of Western
agncultural methods.
Fukuoka
plants his seed In fields where he
has harvested some other crop,
usually a grass or grain. He keeps
the soil fertile using mixtures of
green manure, plants like clover,
a!1alfa, and vetch while also
reaping the benefits from the
djsease and 'insect repelling prop

Aninterestingsidelighttothewhole
erties ot these groundcovers. To
pesticide, small versus large farm, control the birds who often feed on
to spray or not to spray' debate is the freshly sowed seed,' Fukuoka
th'e Iifestvle of Japanese farmer
utilizes cross planting so that one
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Steven H. Sel.kof
105 North Eighth
P.O. Box 1631
Boise, Idabo 83101
Phone (20&)342-6651
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and blindness suffered by those In
contact with these poisons serve as
a fitting backdrop to the criminality

An. interesting sidelight to the
whole pesticide, smal' versus large
farm, 'to spary or not to spray'

seeded. Those are very unconven- of the growers who never enter the debate is the lifestyle of Japanese
tlonal methods, but high compara- fields during an unsafe period, but farmer, MasanobU Fukouka. He
tive yields and the highest grade of make sure that. their lobbying writes in the June publication of
rice on the Japanese grain market organizations take the teeth out of EastWest, describing his thirty
are testaments to the man's regulations designed to enforce. year approach to farming: "i was
veracity..
safe re-entry times and limit aiming at a pleasallt, natural way of
VVhereverpeople grow food, the dosages.
Clearly weare
all farming which results in making
desirability ofa more life-sustaln- accomplices in this fiasco, especial-the work easier Instead of harder.
Ingagriculture is increasing. The Iyif nothing is done and fatalistic How about not doing this or that,
practitioners of organic farming are jokes become our lone form of that was my way of thinking. I
currently feaSting on the prolific protest.
Ult.imately the only ultimately reached the conclusion
amount of literature surfacing all recourse for those who seldom put that there was no need to.plow, no
across the globe, probing the long their hands in the soli Is to forma
need to apply fertilizer, no need to
cherished traditions of the Euro- strong alliance and make a make compost, . no need to use
pean biological approach,. and concerted attempt to right past insecticide. VVhen··you get right
unlocking secrets long forgotten In indignities visited upon those who down to it, there's hardly a single
our rush to ride the cropduster. If do. Of course, indue deference to argricultural practice that Is really
the crowd around the fruit stand that prImary motivator, enlight.: neoo::--sary."He goes on to say that
continues to buy selectively and ened self Interest, 1et us use as a farming in Japan was done without
support this effort who knows starting point a most familiar place plowing a thousand years ago, and
what could hap~?
Maybe where the lips part and give way to deep plowing came to the Island
tomatoes will acaln show signs of the throat which looks down upon with the Introduction· of Western
million pounds!
the gastric warfare below. Pause to agricultural
methods. Fukouka
Not only Is the increased use of reflect on all those accumulated plants his seed in fields where he
spraying In the last two decades toxins that have nowhere to go and has harvested some other crop,
alarming (If for no other reason olenty of tissue to hibernate in until usually a grass or grain. He keeps
than It~ Ineffectiveness),
but tliat fateful day when we take our the soil fertile using mixtures of
. reliance on these methods has place on the same path as those green manure, plants like clover,
caused mutrient depletion In unlucky farmhands and shriveled alfalfa, and vetch while also
heavily dosed solis.
VVhen the up .lab mice.
reaping the benefits from the
fields become oversaturated' with Oh walta minute, thingsaren'tthat
disease and InSect repelling
dcovers protoxic substances, the possibility of bad! In fact some growers feel parties of these groun
. To
poisons escaping Into the underquite removed from the morbid control birds wh-ooften feed on the
ground water table poses a very side effects of Ingested residues freshly sowed seed, Fukouka
real threat. Should this ssepaqe since they have raised and eaten . utilezes cross planting so that one
. contaminate urban water supplies unsprayed fruit and food for years. type of crop or nutrient strain is
(coupled with the intake our bodies Organic farming Is not some hippie well on the way to maturity when
" receive from sprayed fruits and invention, Indeed the remarkable other complimentary seedlings are
vegetables), the day is not far away strides the movement is enjoying seded. Those are very unconven'when we and our offspring will are laigelya
resu,lt o!:extended,
tional methods, but high comparaseek solece in thecomtorting punch even .·generational practices. The tive yields and the highest grage of
lines of gallows humor:
PATIENT: Doctor,myresldueshurtl
DOCTOR:
Of course they do',niy.
soon, they're supposed to.
PATIENT:You'reamarvel,howcan
I ever repay you?
DOCTOR: How much ya got?
Suchfrivolousnessislostontnestoop
laborer behind the spray rig,
however. The reports from the
fields of workers who have' been
exposed to contamination by pushy
foreman anxiouS to re-enter areas
before a safe dilution time are
grisly. Ignorant and In some cases
arrogant applicators have been
known to spray pesticides directly
on workers 'picking In fields. The
nervous tremors, nausea, dizziness
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balance of insects in a given area rice on the Japanese grain market
can be controlled by using other are, testaments. to the' man's.
insects as predators, a technique ' veracity,
that-has Peen known for years; and'
lJ\iherever people grow' food, the
the vitality of the soil has never
desirability of a more life-sustainbeen a problem in an organic ing agriculture is increasing. The
system. The champions of a rural
practicioners of organic farming
environmenf where balance is the are currently feasting on the
objective and the various life prolifiC amount of literature surfaesystems replenish and respect ~h
ing all across the globe, prObing
other have. carried the battle IOtO' the long cher1shedtraditions of the
the Iit~rary and publishing ~ields as European biological approach, and
well. The pendulum has Shifted, as unlocking secrets long forgotten in '
Jhose protectors of profits In the our rush to ride the cropduster. If
agricultural extension stations at the crowd around the fruit stand
universities and their allies in . continues to. buy selectively and
industry have become chafed by support this effort, who knows
the challenges to their reckless- what could happen? Maybe tomaness,. and the reporting, of their toes will again shoWsigns of taste.
misdeeds .. Lately, as operational
costs in the rural domain keep
spiraling, the non sprayers are Mike. Hughes column will appear
pointing to their lower production every other week In the OffGampus
expenses andlhe increased market News Section of the ARBITER.
potential for organic foodstuffs.
Organic farmers tend to be candid,
which is quite refreshing after
years of empty boasts. from
pesticide manufactural's.
Nick
Stehy, on organic orange grower,
made this comment In Daniel
Zwerdlings' excellent New Times
piece (5f29f7fJ): '" won't tell a guy
he won't get hurt in the first few
years going organiC, because he
probably will. It's hard for a gUy on
chemicals to say 'no mar and then
sit back and watch hlstre6S take a
beating until his fields get back to a
healthy biologlCl1l·control. It's lust
like your own body. If It's been sick
and abused It takes time to restore
it to balanced health." Alas, such .
remartts fallon deaf ears at those
fanns with high tractor payments,
and short term cash flow problems,
and a petrochemical addiction that
Is devouring them.
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Despite, rough waters and death threats, our Perezldent was such a
good sportthat hecteclded to remain In Boise, even though hounded by
the presS, to help Out the "All the President's Men'" tearn In the
Golden Age of' Hollywood-11le Last 50 Years" contest, Tuesday,
september 12, In the SUB Ballroom; Pictured Is the Man himself (Rob '
Perez) surrounded by secret serVice agents, Dr. Jim DeMoux, Steve
Botlmer,Jerry
Smith, and Pat 1llorna9On.,...----.....,....,..

Awareness Of
Student Services
Rated
The Student services Department
of ASBSU held a survey at the end
of last semester which tested the
students' awareness of the services
available to them while. attending
Boise State. Of the 89 students
that responded, 81 had heard of the
Student Union, 56 knew of the
health services available, 46 were
aware of the Career and Financial
services, 33 knew that BSU had a
counseling and testing center, 26
had heard of Student Residential
Life, and 15 respondents 'were
awareof the Student Advisory and
Special services Department. The
results of the survey showed, In
general, that BSU students are
satisfied with the quality of these
services,
they rated the above
mentioned departments overall at
3.4, on a scale from 1(not helpful)
to 5(very helpful).
A second part of the survey, concerning the proposed Multi-Purpose Pavilion, showed, that the
students are in favor ot building a
pavilion, whether or not fees are
increased.
Given two options
concerning the funding of the
pavilion, 34 students did support
building a pavilion funded with a
student fee Increase,.30 students
chose to forget the pavilion and fee
Increase, and 12 students were
undecided (11 students did not
answer).
The survey-was administered last
semester to 20 freshman"
19
sophmores,20 Junlors,I7 senlors; 7
graduate and 6 part-time students.

as

Tightening The Budget
Minutes after the ASBSU senate
revoked treasurer Chris Hansen's
absoiute supervisory power over its
budget, it created a cOmmittee to
work with Hansen In the formation
of fisCal policy and to reverse last
year's loss of thousands of dollars.
The committee formed at the last
senate meeting consists of senators
Jerry Smith, J.D. Finley and Victor
Hudson, all business students.
The main purpose of the committee, said Hansen, Is to ,keep a
tighter
hold 'on departmental
budgets by preventing overspending..
.
"The way It has been," commented
Hansen,
"people
could spend
money way over their budget, and

., just. say. "Gee, sc~

"

Just

a

few of the collection of fall fashions
in the Cuba.

Mantessa Jr. roughout leather lacket. 75.00.
Pentimento

jeans, lot of different

pockets, from $20.00.

Blue plaid shirt from Stitches, 16.00.
Bronson of California

cowl pullover,

12.00.

guys/.' ,and

there was nothing we could do
about It."
, Hansen, who had emergency power
last summer to control the budget,
unearthed a multi-thousand dollar
deficit,
to which
last year's
ARBITERwas tlla' major contributor. RemoVing this deficit Is the
fl~ major task of the ,committee.
'We'll bedecidlng hoW to go aboUt
any budget cuts that might be
necessary,,"
said smith.
could go through and cut Items one
at a tlma from fNetybody's budget,
but right now It Iook8 IlIle It will be

\

I

"we

less trouble all around Itwa Just
take, say one per cant, or whatevet'
figure we come up with, off tlla top
of everybbdy'8 budge!;"
In the 1(lng run, smith said tMcommltte8 will .:strenglhenthe .'trea-

surer'8 position. "we've

limited
Chris's pGWef'frornlAhit It Wli8. but
we're giving him a oommIttae to
work with, and we'll be able to get

tnor8 InfoI'rn9tlon 'and. get more
things-done flally." .'
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Canon

All 35 MM Cameras and
Lenses We Sell Carry
_9urExclusive 5-Year Warranty

809 West Bannock
Boise 343-0180

QUALiTY REfERENCE,
TECHNI~AL Be SCHOLARLY
BOOKS AT SAVINGS OF
50% TO 85% OFF ORIGINAL
PUBUSHED PRICES
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.Charge Harassmerlt
, months later Paramount dropped
the option, blaming "problems
with the script" and "changes In

management.' ,

However, proclUC"Jl" Peter Bart,
whom Paramount assigned to
oversee the fll6l, elelmedthat an
AIF representative visited the'
studio to discuss the production
shortly afterward.

=

P. 4

Paramount, Pollock noted, Is a
subsidiary of ,Gu~f & western,
which 'also ~the
Energy
Production Group (EPG), a division
,that manufactures products, for
nuclear power plants. A third of
Gulf & Western's, gross earnings
for 1975 were related to the EPG.
. The rights for "The Prometheus
Crisis" have since been sold to

STOCKHOLDERS; OUR $100 MILLION
PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO
ELiMINA.TE ANY VULNERABILITY
TO GROWING CRITICISMS OF
REACTOR. SAFETY STANDARDS.

SImilar problems haVe troubled
fIImr'nakers Duzz Hirsch and Larry
Carlo of Qlrand Productions. Since
1974 they have been trying to make
a documentary film on the death of
Karen Silkwood, an' employee' of
the Kerr-McGe9 plutonium ,plant
near Oklahoma Clty~ ,

AFTER

Silkwood died In a mysterious
auto accident on the way to a
meeting with a' New York Times
reporter to whom she had promised .
to divulge evidence on the plant's
safety violations. Her family is
suing Kerr-McGee and, police
agents for conspiracy to violate her
civil rights and cover up the facts of
her death.

NIGHT
DELIGHT
ALL SEATS

99°

Hirsch and Cano have spent

$90,000 on the project, but have

•• m~L.,
.,-------..

"It was all very slick," Bart told
Richard Pollock of Critical MaSs
Journal, an anti-nuclear publication. "Nobody from AIF ever said,
"We're going to blow up your
office,' " bul, Bart said, they got
thelr message ~.

Independent filmmaker George
Braunstein of Crystal Juke-Box
Film Corp. Braunstein said he !'as
had problems getting financing.
"Everyone Is pretty scared to get
Involved. It's too controVersial for a
main studio .... It's like. an ant
taking on an elephant."

China Tries For A.n Edu«ationalElite
(CPS)-f',,/llna has begun charging
Its college students tuition If their
,families can afford it, and may,
aa:ording to Stanford University
Provost William F. Miller, be
building what amounts to a Great
Ivory Tower.
Miller recently returned from his

second visit to China in two years
and says China Is interested in
rebuilding ~ an educational elite
cadre. The new regime has wrlttflfl
a new national
'exam, and
re-instltuted accreditation, gradIng, and regular e~.

Stlooting Vii:. Canste,ad ·Of Heroin
,(CPS)-Vitamin
C has beenacknowledged to cure ~verythlng, but
are doctors going too tarwhen they
include heroin addiction?
Dr. Alfred
F. Libby,
who
pioneered the theory of orthomecular medicine
(the use of
vitamins to cure disease) thinks
not
Libby claims he has used
vitamin therapy on 75 addicts at his
calif. clinic and has had complete
success.
Libby's most startling 'claim is
that the addict can't get high atter
recieving a massive dose of the
vitamin. Vitamin Cdetoxifles the

...,

heroln. the appetite returns In a
few days and a feeling. of
well-being as well. Addicts report
few of the discomforts of withdrawal or methadone accompanying the vitamin cure.
Another voice In favor, of the
vitamin cure is Dr. Linus Pauling,
two-time Nobei Prize winner. "I'd
perhaps be a little' cautious In
saying that large quantities of
sodium ascorbate can detoxify
heroin immediately, but I think
there's no doubt that very large
doses ,of vitamin C will relieve
addiction." ,

met obstacles all along the way.
According .to affidavits by wltneeses, Kerr-MCGee Investigators
have contacted their friends,
sources and even the California
finance company that held the loan
on Cano's car.

PETER

FRAMPTON
THE BEE GEES

A production assistant, who
asked not to be identified to avoid ,
further harassment, said her home
was broken" Into and flies and
papers relating to the film were
rifled. When police arrjved to
Investigate, the first thing they
asked was, "How deep are you In
the Silkwood case?"
'
In early 1977 Kerr-McGee
subpoenaed all . the fIIm~ers'
research material, clalmlngj the
papers were relevant to ,.the
Silkwood family lawsuit. The
filmmaker's lost the first legal battle
to withhold the evidence, but won
.an appeal In federal court a year
WARREN, JULIE
ago.
'
,
'
BEAm
CHRISTIE
, HIre! and Cano now are seeking
Dally At
funds from independent sources.
8:15 & 10:15
Caf10 said that the apparentlY
unhindered airing of a recent "Lou
•
Grant" "TV show, which appeared
to draw heavily from the Silkwood ,
case, might \:)e "a breakthrough. It i..
opens the door and gives an air of
respectability to the subject, he
said.
Aoother .door-opener . could be
"Power," a film starring Jane
Fonda and Jack Lemmon in a teile
abolltan
accident at a nuclear'
power plant that also resembles the
Silkwood case. Producer, Michael
Douglas said he was not Intimidated by the nuclear industry. His film
Is scheduled for release next
spring.

"J" "SGT. PEPPER'S
" I{ LONElY HEARTS
,,111!'lJ! CWB BAND"

~::,~t ~:\o

II UN!VIII.SAUtLU5[

~

Dally at 7:30 & 9:45

HEAVEN',

CAN WAIT
•
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by Terry McGuire

You ~pe@);{Out

CAMPAIGN '78

ANALYSIS:
'crucI

look"lng to be the apple In
everyonesey&,(~
pocket), and
faceS the stiffest opposistlon In his
career from former superintendent
of Public Instruction Roy Truby.

problems. Evans halHnade. note
of It on televised news programs:
likeWise",' Larsen was quick to
charge that Evans displayed little
' or no effectiveness during his first

Section 1978 Is: 1) the
ai, nonpresidential
Year
that
could
change
THE STATE BOARD OF EOUCATlONmeets at Boise State
the face of ,eongrElilS, . with some
University beginning tomorrow,Snd one Item on t~ ageitda will
serious Implications about the The 1st Congressional District has
Continued on Page 7
be a presentation by President John Keiser on the long-proposed
1980 scramble for the White been a Symms stronghold for three
Multi-purpose Pavilion. The mere fact of this presentation t~lIs
House; 2) the'year when political 'terms,and
unless Truby wages .
effective war on Symms' "Dirty
of dollars already spent In Its prepw:atlon. lher3 must have been
reputations are. made or broken
COllSultatlon(s)with architects and plans drawn and reports put
depending on how candidates Dozen" environmental V!ltlngretogether ln order' for President KeIser to have anythh1g to
handle past mistakes that have cord, the congressman
from
present. But there Is a'lOther, more Important, fact to be drawn
drawn their names through the Payette should win agaIn.Truby,
from this presentation: the administration, headed by Keiser,
press cross-fire.
like Kress, Is one of the up and
must be In favor of the proposed construction. Ergo, it will be
Consider the District 2 Congresin the Democratic party;
presented In a favorable light with a "dooonstruct"
sional race, featuring the Iniml- his November showing could
reoommendatlon.
table George V.
Hansen,third
determine his fiJture In Idaho
Unless the proposal carries with it some basic changes from last
term incumbent and perennial politics, if and when Frank Church
year's effort, however, there Is no reason to believe that such
press whipping boy for as yet to be moves on, or closer to the point in
oonstructlon Is In the best Inter~s of the student body of
resolved matters concerning the question, if he has the strength to
BSU,THE ~OPLE WHO WILL BE PAVING FOR THE
handling of certain campaign
unseat Symms. Truby has the
BUILDING. There exist unanswered ooncems about the
financing question. In 1976 Hansen name and party behind him and
adequacy of a-buildlng touted to be all things to all peopllHl/l
was charged with non-declaration should be effective. But, in Idaho
impossible dream. Questions about its accoustlcal properties
of some $20.000 In contributions:
congressional races only one thing Editor, the Arbiter:
(how can a gymn provide any kind of decent sound),'a!:l9ut its
He was convicted of a misdemean- is certain: Idahoans will send their
The constitution of the United
to Washington.',
The States was abollshed
' yesterday by
exterior design (let's hope it will not just be another square brick
or, but he managed to escape a two "boy"
box), and about Its placement (one of the drawing cards for any
month [allsentence and still retain question Is who.
a majority vote in favor of a
university is lis green areas, the pavilion will wipe a lot of green
his position in Congress.
The gubernatorial cock fight be- soelallst government.
off BSU's campus, Including the much used baseball field, and
Hansen's Democratic opponent, tween Mormons John Evans and
FIest assured, the fact that I am
we just paid a lot of money to have the tennis oourts repaved;
Stan Kress, is taking his second Allen Larsen has already seen writing this response to an article
that money will all go down the drain) are all unanswered. The
shot at tM represenative. and' aviolation of the sacred Injunction In last week's Arbiter, "Barry
PE Department wants to know if BSU will end up with another
owing to Hansen's inexplicable "thou shall not contest my faith,"
Commoner on Energy," is proof
unusable building-like the auxilliary gymn or a shortened
popularity In the znd District, as his public duty. Larsen ran a that our constitution, and therefore
, version of a facility-like the SPEC Center. And there Is stili tne
partlculary among the f\OOrmon primary campaign focusing on his our' freedom, remains intact.
question of how much, student fees would be raised.
population, Kress has perhaps the track reoord as Speaker of the However, Mr, Commoner "makes
The month of September will be an 'Important one for students
steepest climb to office of any of Idaho House, but questions arose a strong case for converting our
at BSU who want answers to these and other questions
those vying in 1978. During the when he assumed his seat as to economic system to a socialist
concernlnq the Pavilion issue. There are plans for an
primaries GOP hopeful Jim Jones whether his faith would cause one." Many people seem to agree
informational campaign and opinion poll among the students,
waged an effective though tardy
with this viewpoint' these days. "
with the findings and ASBSU President Rob Perez's evaluation
campaign, showing reasonably well
Why?',
, of the student's desires, tp be taken to the October State Board
in the August 8 ballot, but It was
The
University
Well, the people of theIf.S. are
meeting. It will be during this meeting that. the ,fate of the
Hansen
who
pulled
It
out
with
a
getting
used to having
the
Pavilion will be determined. IF VOU WANT, YOUR VOICE TO
lackadaisical campaign, and an
government run their lives, finding
BE HEARD, don't wait for somoone to come to you and ask.
even more conspicuous absence in
it easier to let the govern,ment and
1ll1se, k\7Il ........
Take the initiative and contact the ASBmJ government, the
the home land.
Hansen's
_-..:..___
its Inherent socialism, not the ideas
president, vice-president, or any senator, and tell them what you
questionable campaign practices in
of our-constltctlon, have led to the
think about using your fees to build the pavilion as well as what
the past could become a prime
EDITOR
destrUction of the American eoon, you think that pavilion should oontaln-if it Is built. It's 'the'
issue
SALLY THOMAS
k if Kress should take him to
omy.
.
squeaking wheel that gets the grease. '
'
tas .
,
ADVERTISING
Commoner continues to Say that
AcroSsthestate,RepSteveSymrns Is
BRAD MARTIN
"the answer is that we not allow
individuals
to, determine
the
, . P ~ 0 D U C T'I ON
character of th~
of producS. F.RANKLIN :STUBBS
tion." Those individuals are you
ASSOCIATE
EDITORS
and I! slnce the beginning of time,
EN T E RT A I N MEN T
governments have set controls and
DA~A FARVER
tried to tell the people what to do,
OFF CAM PUS
only to have the econom~,collapse,
the people revolt, or end up at war.
CHUCK BUFE
The answer Is to put the politicians
ON CAMPUS
back where they belong as
important service by letting us was printed, a Republican presiBUD HUMPHREY
servants, not masters" of the
know what's happening on cam- dent was in Peking embracing "
PHOTOGRAPHY,
people.
oy James H. Maguire
put>; but it can't do so unless It Mao; but the damage to CU had
ROB WILLlAMS
Brad Schneider
BSU English Department
breaks out of its old weekly mold. already oo,.endone. Nevertheless,
SPORTS
,
.
If the Arbiter were a dally, it the CU Daily's role as gadfiy was
SHAWN DELOYOLA
Nevermmd wl'!~t ,th~ Arbiter has would also be capable of fulfilling the proper one,and the university
Editor, the Arbiter:
bee~. ~at, sf\ou,d It be~ What another important function: giving would have been little more than a
As a concerned student of Boise
can ~t be. I m not assuming that us news of the outside world. The diploma mill if it had never allowed
State University, I feel the students
th~re ~0~1~ be no H~rva~d Statesman's avowed editori,al pol~ such a forum for the free exchange
of the university should know thai
The Unlvenlty AlbUor Is pubIIshod weekly throughout the
Unlve:Slty If Its campus daIly did icy keeps it from reporting much of ideas.
there will be no yearbook this year
regular academic year except
nolexlSt, nor am Iconvinced that a international news short of a world This year's Arbiter has already
at Boise State. Some organization
during finals wooks and holl·
college n~wspaper should try to be war. BSU's campus dally wouldn't given us signs that it wants to be
days by the students of Bolsa
had to 'be cut so they totally
Slale University. The opinions
the Washington Post: But ~l;l, a have to carry extensive reports of gadfly, forum, and reporter.
dropped this annual publication. I
exproosed In The Unlveralty
~muter
car:"Pus 10 transitIOn, the Thirty-third Annual Tasmanian Running a column by Garry Wills Is
feel this to be a grE~atloss. For the
ArbItor are not necessarily those
of the stall of administration of
~eeds a bulletin for campus news; Devil, Hunt, but it could prOVide one excellent sign, and inviting
year 1978-79 there will, be no
Boise
State
University:
,It needs a forum for the free brief accounts of significant politi- guest editorials is another. But
yearbook. Seniors will not have a
exchange of id~;and
It ~eeds a cal developments beyc.nd the BSU's newspaper will never
book to look back on to recall the
The Ui\lvenlly' ArbIter sub~adfly to remind It that a uOlversity borders of Ada County.
succeed in being all that it should
memories of their senior year.
6a'1 bes to College Press Sorvlce,
Pacilic News Service and
IS .n~t essen.tlally a collection of
Given Its responsibility to inform be, it will never acquire an
TheywHl not be able to look back to
Universal Press Syndicate,
bUildings With a football team, us about crises in the Soviet Union honorable history of lively Intelsee who their fellow graduates
present. .'.
as well as about chess matCheson lactual exchange unless It becomes
were. The closest friends we have
The Arbiter's first responsibility campus the Arbiter shouldn't be a dally. It's unlikely that it Can
are the friendships that are formed
Artlc1es
lettllfs-to-thlHldltor
istotellusabouttheworldofBSU.
expected to do more,You might become a dally unless all of us
must be submitted
to ;rtIo
in college. In later years we are
UnIvw1Jty ArbIllIr offloe prior 10
Plays, concerts, poetry readings, think. Vet without acting as both a ask-and keep asking-that It be
going to want to look back and
5;00 p.m. oad1Frlday
for
lectures, ,and debates fill the campus forum and a ,gadfly, no one.. The president, the deans, tho
possible
publication
In Ihe
recall. the many faces and rememfollowing week's II19Ull••
caI~dar,
but
of us often campus paper would be living up to faculty senate, and the Student
ber the events that took place. But
don t know ~
s going on its full responsibilltY.,Letterstothe 'senate must all be oonvlnced that
nowthere will be no book kept of
All submlllions must be typ&wrillon. double apaced and b8a.r
because we haven t read or heard editor, critical editorials, and we need a dally Arbiter, and we
the
organizations, students, sports,
tho author'e name, lIlkJl'ess and
about it. The Statesman devotes .investigative, reporting are often must oonvinoe them.
phone number, l!lllibly wrtllen.
or events that took place at Boise
some of its space to campus news, unsettling and risky-I don't deny
State University.
'
butrnost
of Its .readers aren't that., During, my undergraduate
If you would like to see Boise State
Unlwnlty ArtlIIillr roilervea
the right 10 edit ell material for
interested In repeated announce- days at the University of Colorado,
haVe a yearbook next year, please
relevency, liable end laste.
ments of college chess matches and the editor of, CU's Dally was fired
support bY Duying 1977-78 boOk.
play tryouts,
Also, posters for wrltlna
an editorial
that
'
Tt.el:iuuks ,.. dU ..... nn ....Ie in the
advertising campus events" are advocated the· admission '.of Red Mr. Maguire is a faculty i/,ember
bookstore.' Ai~,'tatkt~ the ASBSU
.often burleduOOer an avalanche of China to the U,N.; and the entire In the Department of English at
offlC(3(8andsenators,
let them
come-ons for tile Mardi, Gras or university was puniShed· foryear5 BSU. He
during this past
know,YOU care ~.the
future of
*Awld lheclIoglcal debatll8, espeappeals to attend some new after that by a vindictive legislature summer as a member oftheadhoc
clally ,tho8e
IIIdWCllllng
or
the Les BoIs.
rflIlalousextravaganza.
Clearly, that cut off funding. Ironically, less committee for construction of the
c;rItlclzlng III JlIIrtlculwdenomlnetlan.
the Arbiter
can provide
an than a decade after that, editorial ArbIter constitution.
Arlene DeHeas
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outrider
A column by today's

By W~y· Of .Int,oductlon
.

pel getic:<ls Sexy

.

~Gjrrjwms
SENATOR KENNEDY AND THE POLLS
The polls that show senator Kennedy defeating Prsldent Carter

are slqnlflcent, but not as significant as some are trying to make
them. Polls of this kind are Inevitably skewed-most
often
against Incumbents. Some of the things that give Incumbents
their last-minute
advantage work against them In the
make-believe of the polls, which are electlonless elections.
Take the Time magazine poll that shows Kennedy beating Ford,
but Ford beating Carter. Arnan who could not beat candidate
Jimmy Carter, with all the advantages of the presidential office
is not likely to beat him as an outsider, the spokesman for ~
minute party, one who would never have been considered a
presidential nominee by the Republicans aside from Richard
Nixon's death-dance last days.
In fact, Ford was himself considered easllybeatable In the polls
of 1975 and 1976. But the tilt that now makes him look strong out
of office made him look artificially weal, when he was in office.
That Is why he finished so close to Jimmy Carter In 1976.
People polled In a season like this are asked how they would,
vote if the election were now. VVhat falsifies the result Is the fact
that there Is no election now, and therefore none .ot the
preliminaries have occurred-no nomination, no campaign, no
use of resources not expendable outside that actual context.
Also, every "voter" In a pOll has the luxury of expressing an
opinion without the fatal result of actually making someone
president. This ~courages a light protest vote, offered on the
spur of the moment when a pollster knocks at the door or calls on
i the phone. People tend to vote against .whatever Is happening in
one of the thousands of areas affected by a president. The
protest vote for George Wallace once ran as high as 32
percent-nearly a third 'of the nation saying It would vote for a
racial extremist.
, But a soberer mood comes over people when they actually face
the lever that produces an outcome. Wallace got only a third of
the vote that was called his In the heady time of "sending a
message"-a .thlrd of that national third.
"
In polls outside election time, the outsider Is usually considered
from one angle only-e.g. Wallace as a "law and order" man on
racial and ann-war demonstrations. But the Incumbent Is seen
aethlg in many areas. This I~ a disadvantage In the limo of
fantasy and protest; but It becomes an advantage In the calm of
the vOting' booth, where. experience
weighs more and
flamboyance less.
.'
'
Also, 'by the time a candidate reaches nomination In the
campaign, he has made decisions that deny him part of his first
and more starry-eyed entourage .. Thus, In too Time magazine
poll, one of Kennedy's stronger showings Is asa loyal party man
(87 percent of Democrats consider him that, and 83 percent of
the voters at large). But he will not be considered a party loyalist
if he tries to unseat an Incumbent Democrat, an exercise that
divides and wounds no matter who begins It (even a Theodore
Roosevelt In 1912).
.
In Kennedy's case, a hefty majority of those polled by Time
says It isln a forgiving mood about Chappaqulddlck. Of course.
wny dwell on painful memories when no hard choice Impends?
But over a third of those asked (35 percent) were concerned
about his present relations with hle ..wife. An Intense and
unforgiving minority would keep Chappaqulddlck an Issue, and
connect with continuing doubts about Senator Kennedy's
character, to make people very careful about trusting such great
respcnslbilities to a man many consider likeable but unfortunate,
and perhaps immature. The voiced concern for Kennedy's
physical safety shows his ability to excite the worst as well as the
best In this. country. None of this Is said to dlsquailfy
Kennedy-only to show how many things would have to be
turned over and tested in the mind before Instant answer to a
telephone pollster is translated into reflective action In the voting
booth.
Polls are like statistics. They lie instructively, If one treats them
with Informed distrust. But Informed distrust is not quite the
stuff of headlines, as one can find In the last issue of Time
magazine.

'by Patrick Cox
A few weeks ago, Mort Sahl was
telling Tom Snyder his opinions
concerning .ERA and socialized
medicine. Snyder accused Sahl of
being a closet conservative. This Is
surprising to anybody who rememmars Iv10rt Salh as one of the first
and loudest of the Intellectual left.
As a critic of the U.S. sortie Into
Vietnam and an advocate for black
civil rights, Sahl made the FBI's
honor roll alone with Abbie
Hoffman, 'Jane Fonda, and Martin
Luther King. Sahl responded to
Snyder'S accusation, "No, I'mjust
• me, It's the times that have
changed."
And they have. Being on .tne left
10 years?99 when the pendulum of
political attitudes was at the end of
a far swing to the right does not
mean that an intellectually respon-'
sible man must forever wear
garments he donned In. order to
counteract the excesses of that
period. Qmcernlng
the feminist
cause, Sahl said, "Today, America
Is a country of angry women and
apologetic men. It's the first time
that men are saying, 'I'm proud to

say I'm ashamed to be a man."
The wOmen's rights issue Is not all ;.
that the country is obsequious
about.
By way of introduction, Iam going
to be a regular guest In the pages of
this tabloid.
In the past, the
Arbiter's editorial policy has been
unrelentingly
left and liberal,
usually adolescent. It Is for the sake
of Intellectual arbitrage that my
column will be a consistent feature.
I won't supply labels for myself.
Like Iv10rt Sahl, Ithink that I'm just
me. But I don't think that the
fashionable. vague criticism
of
anything that comes from the
government or tradition is worth
much. Certainly, dissent Is neoessary, .but the rhetoric of today's
academic and young Intellectual
community has very little to do with
. the enlightened criticism of Thoreau or Socrates.
It's sexy nowadays to take an
apolog~lc st,anceon
any Issue
where any Atnerlcan ever took a
sinful stand, I absolutely swear that
I have never unoer any Circumstances at any time owned a slave.
Maybe If I did then I could
understand
the quota system:

(C~lNS)There Is good reason
. to blame industrial pollution. for
increased lung cancer deaths in
northeast Ohio, according to recent
figures from the Cancer Genter,
Inc.
In 1975,' the Environmental
ProtectiQn .Agency said that Cleve:.
land had the filthiest air of any
major city In tlie midwest. Also in
that year, it was revealed that lung
cancer deaths In that 'region of
northeast Ohio had doubled between 1954 and 1974.
It's no wonder the Cleveland Plain
Dealer was able to report, In early
19n, that local Industry was not
complying with the Federal Clean
Air Act.
Typical. of industry's ~
attitude toward pollution there is .
Republic Steel Corporation, which
constructed a large plant tn 1976
without bothering to obtain city and
state building permits which would
have required the installation of
pollution control devices.
Although
Republic
claims
it
couldn't afford the anti-pollution
equipment,
spokesmen for the
company admitted to paying more
than $280,000 in bribes.

Q:mgress"is
on the verge ot
apologizing for the constitution and
extending the deadline. for ERA.
The whole country ls apologizing
for Vietnam as Cambodia Is turned
Into a communist horror story with
the estimates of polltlcai executions
runnlng.as high as 3 million.
The sin does not even have to be
American for the public to be
affected. Hollywood In particular
seems to be so swayed by the Nazi
death camps of VWVII that the
injustices committed against palestlnlans are practically unknown
in the United States. The government has apologized to the poor for
the necessity of wOrking for a living
for so long that the, working.
of
America has rebelled In exactly the
oposite way that Marx predicted
and has threatened to put an end to
all social welfare spending through
proposition 13 and its children.
Enough of that now. This week I
just meant to introduce myself. I
would like to welcome everyone to
BSU, espeCially· the marginally
motivated that make life so much
eesler for the rest of us that are
torced to live by the curve.
Welcome.

INCREASE IN .lUNGCANCER
DEATHS· TIED TO POLLUTION

Continued from page 6

. rcJ

'HJf: KJ,,"tAA'.1,- TIlr.y COl'LDcURE
CANCER. WE COULD POtsONTHE t:ANTIl
WIT'IOUT ALL TKlS rNTEnFDlENCt:"

been in the publici political limeyear as the governor, with thirty of light 'long
enough to· be an
some thirty-three bills before the automatlcshoe-ln.
legislature rejected, tab!ed, or sent
As added attractions to Election
back with a "what the hell Is this?"
1978, some big guns have flown Into
stamped in blocked, red letters.
the hinterlands of late Rep. Philip
The gubernatorial race could prove Crane, ultra-con., Republican from
the testiest of the pit battles with '1II1rjoiS, stopped off in Boise last
both men trying to escape the week to throw some "support"
to
stigma of powerfUl, far r(:!aChlng the campaign of Hill crony Steve
?hurch ties, and trying to' fit 'the Symms.. It was the sa.11e jocular
Image of Cecil Andrus, the current pep-talk. antics we've 'seen from
measuring stick of gubernatorial
other, floating' "blg-guns"
but
effectiveness; - Any measure of Crane added a little fuel to the
suecessfor either Evans or Larsen national holocast by announcing, In
will come from
well planned Jl.ily, his candidacy ,for. the
promotional tricks,. playing down presidency. Crane Is lofting the
ihtr &eCUitii"·lss~. ·Ignorlng .tr=* ,'unar~as
ba.'itOi' t~.ath=,;pen~
records,. and focusing .on· the'" success. for hopefuls around 'the
"leadership"
qualities
of the coUntry,. and byannounctng
two
candidates.
I!'s a hard road,
before the fact, Is doing a
becaUSe neither contestant has Jimmy Carter.
But, Qarie has

already conceded to take second
place (the vlee-presldency)
If the
right GOP strong boy comes along,
l.e. Ronald Reagan or a rejuvenated Gerald Ford, in the midole
mcinths of 1979.

NOTED: Frank Church was In
town last night, playing host to thfJ
Spanish ambassador, without a
hint of partisan politics working It's
way through the veneer. . Church
wll/like/yOO In Idaho a loUh/s fall
doing the ()()blise oblige for fellow
Demos,Ev~,
Kress and Truby.

years
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AlloIk:llt1ona .. belng talcei't tor study
In Avlgnon. Frarn». Cologne, Germany.
or London. Engllllld eN« the winter lIIId

ACADEMIC

8jlI'Ing quarters., Three etudents, Ray
Rice, ,Regan Warner
and Booky"
sm-, have~
accepted to study
obroad for fall. The IlO8t Is from $1270
to $1380, w!lIch COYlll'B feee, books,
housing anil two meals meals per day.
TIllYIIl and Incldental expen_ are
extra. For further Information, contact
Or. Penny SChoonover at the Foreign
Studies'
Center.
LA212,

The LOS Institute of Religion, located
811929 University Orlve. IICf08lI from
the Bol8O' 6tateUnlVllnllty
Admlnlstfratlon Building. haS I:leen establiShed
for the study 01 religion on a college
level. Institute c1_
111'8 primarily
designed for young eclults. age 1So25, .
who are no longer In high 1IChoo1.
Cl_ lire Opatl wllt\out concern for
race, 8Ox,color Or belief. to any person
willing to maintain LOS stan:lards while
attending.
ReglstrBllon will take place at tile
Institute building between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. dally' or Immediately
alter class during tho next two weeks of
tho course. The registration fee Is $4.00
per aomeeter regardleea of the number

385-3508

CAMPUS

01 classes tak8ll. Clllll8 achedules are
available
at the Institute.
Also,
students who regllter and malntaln
their Bltlll1danCe In c1l11l8will receive a
parking sticker wIllch will entitle them
to park In the Institute studlll1t parking
I~.
'
The follOWing cl_
will be oltered
during the Fall Somester:
,
LOS Church Hlatory - The life of Joseph
smith and the history of the Church
covering the period from 1820 to 1845.
Prqlerlng, for a CoI ...
Mam.ge Dating and courtship
traits
and
pru:tlcee In a sucoesaful marrlago.
Speclal TopIc:a - Visiting lecturers- give
InslQllts Into the gospel.
N.. Testament - The ministry ond

I..

savior.

teaching of the
TIIICh!ngI of the Pro;lIwt JoMph 8mIth
-The gospel I" prlnclple and practice.
Doctrln .. nd COWrlIntI-, sections 1-69.
PnIldInta of the Church - The unique
contributions of each of the men rallled
up by thll Lord.
"
,
stwIng the' OoIpIl, ~ Prospective
mlll8lonaries prepare themllolves for·
effective eervIce.
.
BooIc of, Mormon - 1 Nephi through
Alma 29.
0Iet ,T.tamont
• The age of the
patriarchS and the exodus.

IllItltute ChoIr

Audltloned Choru.

GenaJogy - Introduction to g«Iealoglcal work and the baalc skills for doing

reeearch.

APSULE
ETCETERA

Alpha Om~
PI Sorority, Beta Sigma
Chapter, h
announced Its fall 1976
pled~
ey are Boverly Dunbar, a
gr~ato
of BolIO High; Belly Gates,
Metldlan; Sharon Mcintyre, Borah; and .
'Sandl Lawrence. A 0 PI's ollicora this
yeAr ,. are president Jan Naugler,
vlcri-presldent Clndl Caskey, treasurer
and Panhellenlc delegato Is LoAnn
Cromwell, corresponding secretary and
acholal'llhlp chairman Is Mary Lou
Virgil, social and rush chairman Chris
Ripley and Chapter relations chairman
Lorrl Caldwell.

The BSU Choor and Dance Squad will
be holding a poster contest for tho first
BSU football game of tho aeeaon. Any
BSU organization or dorm floor Is
welcome to enter.
THE RULES: Posters must Includo any
footballtherne using either tho words or
Idea "Schlitz Malt Uquor - Bullish on
the Bronooa" or something along these
lines.
Posters must be aacuroly
f/lStened anywhofe
In the stedlum,
where It will be visible and eaelly
readablo from the 5O-yard IIno. They
must be up by 3:00 p.m., Saturday
after-noon, sept. 9. Posters muut be 8t
10llSt3 foot high b, 10 feat long. The
name of the orgllfllzatlon should be
legibly printed In the bottom right hand
comer of the poster. Winners will be
announced at halftime of the BSU-eal
State Fullerton gamo and will be
presented with a couple 01 Clllk!S of boor
Immediately after the g&me.

-

A cartoon hlatory of the United Staies
lorelgn polley Is on display through
September 17 at Boise StBle University.
The display, located on the flrat end
fourth lloorsot the Ubrary, Includes
editorial cartoons on the Cold War,
Vlatnam, datente, and tho "Crisis In
Losderahlp" as well as the entlro
period from 1776 to 1976.
Tho filly-four panel eclectlon was
taken from, U.S. n8Wl!;>aplll" editorial
and comic pages, was mede. avallable
by the Smithsonian Inslllute Traveling
exhibition service, and Is sponsored by
.the BSU History Dopartmant. It was
organized by Dr. Warren Tozer, who
will be teaching
United
States
Diplomatic History during fall eerTlootor
and Or. Allon Fletcher, who will
Instruct European Diplomatic History.

Tille
SVUT
LITlE
BOiSe"!

PROGRESSiVe
DIS~OTeOOE
Dancing & Spirits

Ask For

MON
..
Nut~ & Bolts Party
Group Rates!
TUE .For All College Students~2 for 1
0

,...J",

Draft Beer from 7-9.

WED
THUR"

Slack Dress Code. No' Thongs or T Shirtsl

ladie;' Night-·lddies Get Half Price
Drinl<s~College Men Get In Half Price
'With 1.0.
.

FRI A(ter Hours ~flT'After

Hours

DR€)) CODE

ThiSis a Dress-oisco Dance Club-we do not allow Levis or
Thongs or T Shirts without Collars, prefering SemiFormal Attire

A fun Y3 III of the best lean prime beef,
char -broiled 1D perfection-served -with fries on a
toasted sesame bun.
Plus the Biggest
BDO' 1ft Towft

MU~h~~mB~~~

Strogan~ Burger I 1~:camOIe Burger The San Franciscan Soft Omks Coffee Wine

~~-"

The library • In an Bltempt to Improve
Its ability'
to . rospond
to user
Information needs has developed a plan
to relocate ond combine Its service
areas on two 11001'8. 8ocauso moving
materials and services requires exten- •
slvo Investment of time and ollort, only
the flrat phase of' tho plan has boon
undertaken for the fall uemester.
Further changes have bean planned for
Implementation later In the year.
HOUri. The library Is adjusting Its
Sunday hours te, moro closoly coincide
with user pallorns. Now hours will be
from 1 p.m. to.1l p.m. on Sunday.
Fall somesler hours will' be:
Monday-Th'Jrsday
7:3Oa.m.-11 p.m.
zlrlday
7:30a.m. - Sp.rn.
saturday
9 a.m.· 5 p.m.
Sunday
1 p.m. - 9 p.l"[l.

servlcoi'olnt Changes. Periodicals and
microforms will remain temporarily on
4th lloor, but they will be In "open
stacks". that is, available to usemon a
Self-service baals. This change .wIll
perml,t USCi'll to llrowso at 1~lsuro with

.

eccesa

.

THRifT·
V H
CEH.TER
r----~-.......
------......,
ParticleBoard
1xt,2" 43c'
.1x16": squ. ft.

PUMICE BLOCK

aro.
I10CX

.",

D£CoaATIVI$

BLOCK

raos
II

ea.

too

, 25" G.E.Plant
Grow Ughts
,reg. 199~ $ ~

l'5

.Thriftwcy -HQmeCenter.
2050 Droadway

22 KIHDS Of
HAMBURGERS
Our' Hamburger
DIII4:.'

LIBRA.R Y LINES-

direct IIllCOS:Jto the IIbrary'e entire
. collection of periodicals, ond microforms. Unbound periodicals will no
longer clrculata except for short periods
for purposes of clllll8room U80 or
demonstration.
Faculty may borrow
bound wlumes for a, week. Periodicals
circulation will be,handled by tho fll'llt
lloor circulation' desk.
Periodical Indexes have bean moved
te the first floor reference department.
This change will allow UllOf'8 working on
rosoarch' topics to do all their soorchlng
of the' library's periodical and book
collections In ono place. Tho reference
desk Is now also the Interlibrary loan
sorvlce point ..
The map collection Is now located on
tho fourth floor whore BSSlstancewill be
available during !lI1 library hours. The
microforms collection has been moved
outside 01 the enclosed area on this
floor to provide easier
to those
materials. Documents will remain as
thoy have been; Special collections' and
archives romaln.on the third floor but
service may be obtalned from stall on
the fourth floor during the day.
USOI"Ilwill also noto lhatthe book stocks
on the third floor havo baan entirely
rearranged. Patrons using BF (psychology) ond GV (recreation) collections will
find these matorlals Incorporated Into
the now arrangoment onthlrd lloor. It
Is hoped that tho new simpler
'arrangement will make It· easier for
users to lind materials.
Through tho changes already implemented, tho library Is' now ablo to
provide serVice for maps; special
collections, documents and' maps has
been raised to better 1111
user needs In
thOBOareas. The library hopes to make
further Improvements In service lator In
the year.
.

~
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Sweet

GRf;ASf;
orJ SglPg:::pf;RS
oJro SPf;CIALL Y _
~ICfD
dmng em>
'WfLCOMf ~8ACK
SALf
11

. PETER FRAMPTON

THE BEE GEES

1-·

15.98 LIST

s~
OJ''''

pepp er>s-.

LorleI~. ~etWts - Gob

,I

BaJ

l··

KENNY LOGGINS
NIGHTWATCH·
including':
Whenever I Call You "Frlend'·
Down In The Boondocks/Oown,'nCirty
Angelique {Easy Driver

;.-

..

Tate & J~rry

action In Division lA's top tier Is the ''bIg one down the road,"Qr
. HoW's this for· putting It point .6-4. A'rgueWtth that If you can gat
sparse, bUt tuned for all out that national 1V spot, and have let blank: MY Big Sky team could .j)2St a ~er.
11M that rivals
demolition In IAA.
mistakes andsomeplss-amsop
lose Its shirt this weekend Iflt-(IieavenSI)
even the Lumberjacks'

CorisldElr:'Bama'S
Crimson Tide ruln.the afternoon,nottomentlon
Is Idle on5eptember 9, as Is #2 their 'status In the polis.
Rlch'ards· .
.
Michigan, #5 Otllo'State,Jheslxth
But, with. post-season .bowls
ranked Arkansas Hogs, and·South- already. onthelr minds, (yes. folkS
To wit: now that the "Snicker west Conference co-rival, #10 there areshoo ..lns), most will take
. Bowl", I.e., Utah State vs. Idaho Texas. Therest of the Big Boys, . each game as an Intermlnabie
State In Japan, and the unsuccess- well, .they have minimal fare, but struggle,wlth pure momentum or
ful purge by Nebraska to dethrone was was the case with Penn State .the sheer weight of their" clubs as
Alabama are over, the. major takingTempletoolightly,(re:
10-7,' the edge In 1978's 11 game
business of NCAA college football PSU), can't afford to let pre-season schedule -. Bet On Alabama In the
is the order of business. And, witt. glamour bliridthem to the business South~t
ConferElOC&,·
and Notre·
the usual Top Ten 'domiciles of ell-out-ball, Too many times in Dame and Penn State as major
gearing for next week, or toying the past, and we shudder just
Independents with standing bowl
with lowercase. bums, or. like thinking about it, college's major bids. But the others,tha Sooners
Alabama, having sharpened their powers have greaSedtheir axles for and #8 Colorado In the Big 8,
Michigan and OSU in the Ten, and
fangs against unwitting louts.: the
#9 Washington eeklng out survival
in the Pac-10, are just plain mean
clubs but with weak spots,
nonetheless.
It's not beyond
f1agrand guestlmation that the
above three conferences will have a
d ar k horse t hat. could dampen
dreams or play mayhem with polls
in. the ensuing weeks.
But, at any rate, this week's fare:
JERV'S 1AA

. by Tate Simmons and Jerry

!'
I

Now
Playing.

Oregon at Colorado
The #8 Buffs by 17
113Oklahoma at Stanford
SOOn er s by 10

Aurora

at 114 Notre Demo
Irish by 7

Rutgorl at 117 Penn SllIle
PSU by 9

Thur-Sat 9:00-1PM

! .

Tue.-Ladie'sGiggle Hour 5-6:30
f

6 f2 West Idaho
Bronco's Are Number

!

1

....-.-

..

G

piniOn:
Th Dronc

-D
_ by Jim Wolfe

Banquet & Party facilitie~

t'

e

UCLA 81 /19 Wcshlngton
UWby 1.

Serving
Lunches 11:30-2:30 Dinner 5-9

f\

4;

Mlascurl

Dancing

\

doesn't watch out.
oWn..
.
To elaborate: cal State-Fullerton
Pugetwho,yousayJMontanawli1
hasn't given BSU any. trouble of flridltshands
fUlI'wlth a Puget
late Years· Depending on just HOVV . Sount team that's just SO eager to
well the TItans offensive line wail pleaselts'
new head coach,
shored-- up, . could use" their· p8rtICuI~lIyadefensefeaturlngLB
scampering aBDale Bunn and one Mark Madland that can zone out of
or two of their amazing staff. of the Grizzlies' shOtgun and hang It
backs to knock the Bronco's for an over the mantel.
eariyloop.
• ..
Speaking of losing the proverbial
Montana State, meanwhile, In- shirt, Idaho plays at San Jose State.
slsts on Its traditional season ArId, even though the Bengalsan
openers with the North 'Dakota team only 'got their honerable
schools. The only stumbling block booties kicked HALFWAY across
to an MSU team that took the Osaka by utah State, U of utah
marbles two years back. UNO could Isn't exactly sayonara to ISU's
again prove a spoiler as Sonny's' troubles.·
charges look forward to Incredibly
More than anything this week, the
toughND-State.
North Dakota watchword for. the Big Sky is
State just-happens.to be facing a CAREFUL.
revitallzed.Weber State squad. Not
BSU 28 Fullerton 25
known for taking undue chances
Utah 49, IdahoState 3
th e BIson .are Ilk"eIy to fl·'aten
San Jose Stale 24, Idaho 14
Montana Stale 21 North Dakota 18
Weber's touted passing game, and
Northern Arlzon'a 35, Portland
still send thelr horses out to score
. ~::~eh2bw.ota Slate
Weber
effortlessly.
State 21
'
It .mlght seem doubtful that any
~~~~~~~eno
90, Stephen F.
aenal atack could face up to
Lehigh 31, West Chester 7
Northern Arizona's merciless de·
but .Portl d S t'
_n"
Thriller of the Week:
an
ta e s III:N
Grambling 28, Alcorn State 21
f ense,
bomber Nell Lomax Is a strapper at

KARATE
D S I K
IElIlI

It is hard for me to believe another perhaps a little explanation of what. conferences. Big Sky schools have
school year and another football happens at saturday evenings at made a fine showing against some
season has begun. But it Is that Bronco Stadium should be forthof the Division IA football teams.
time of year, and the football fans coming. BSU football Is more than The eonterence has molded itself
of the Boise Valley are looking a college student experience, It Is a Into a highly talented league,
forward to a fabulous fall,communlty
happerllng. FatISIn the The splrlt·andpride of BSU and the
For the new students at Boi~State, Treasure Valley Who have never rest of the Big Sky conference has
received even one college credit been aided by heavy regional
from Boise state help support the coverage andsome.natlonal coverschool and· its football program. , age by the media . Pregame and
Probable cause for this support Is postgame tailgate parties are
the simultaneous growth of the prevalent.ln the university parking
unlv!lfSlty and. the ·clty. of Boise.
lots. Insldlous concoctions lurking
Also, the. people of Boise enjoy Insldeoflnnocentlooklngthermoses
supporting a winner. Many teams add spirit and warmth to a
boast of, a fine football tradition,
sometimes chilly atmosphere.
but not many colleges can say that
The enjoyment and the successof
they have never. had a losing Big Sky football stems from many
~n
since the school's Inception. different sources. For'those of you
Furthermore, ~ise State Football who have never witnessed Boise
provides exciting extertalnment at State Football in persOn, whether
night in a town that has been you really enjoy the game or not, 1
accused of rolling up Its sldewalkS- will be a unique experience. For 1
at 9:00 p.m .. As you will probably Is the people in tl}e stands and their
hear, strange things happen In Indlvidual,personalltles that add sc
Bronco Stadium, where games much to the game.
The tearr
have often been decided In the last appreciates the support, and the
few. seconds, and the fans have fans appreciate the usually higt
usually enjoyed the uncert~nty~
caliber play of the team. So, I
Theathletic prOgramshavElbeen up- invite you to the large party, 20,00:
graded by the Big Sky Conference strong, this saturday night al
schools over theflast few years.. It. perhaps Boise's only real funspol
has becof11e probably the most . on the corner of· University DriVE
respected football conference of and Broadway Avenue.
those below the Division
IA

~;j..~ ~Jt)~~

Ourtrainhllg i5 oriented toward'
better h~tdth, longer Ufe, and fun
development of our natural potential.
Instruction
b31
.Rens;'i .~ dan Rich BO)les
direct student
of
Htul5Jai .Ji.OudtSnlsao IchilullwlJ
Mew Classes Forming IImmecUotely

Your Molenaar's
Representatives
onCompus

'':~o~::~;om

~
.

425 ·s.i~
(one,illoe" north o,River st.)

343-5355
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Rick'

Our Selection ofrr;~

.. Diamond Je.welry
Watches
."_ ... &:rn •
_
....we. le.tS
. "",rrmgs
.rendanis
_..-... 1_Je
and much more
1207 BROADWAY
ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES2 BWCKS. soum OF BRONCO .
STADRlM_ .

Jt
Is
~'

Baise State Ready
ParSeasan Dpener

I~.

l1le Inaugural garrie for the Boise
StateBron<XlS Is always one of
expectation.
With the opening
ntan Offense
anxico Defense
Jr. (8-2, 230)
Sr. (5-7,155)
kickoff, all, of
year's ,pOwerful SE-29 Marcus Wllliams
LT-87
Jeff TsYlor
So. (6-3,230)
Jr, 16-0,235)
Rich Graczyk
NG-8lI
Wlllle Tufooo
championship
season wlil be ST-e5
Sr, (8-2,260)
Jr. (8-3,225)
Leonard King
RT-75
Doug SOoll
forgotten, and Boise State Football
So. (6-3, 220)
So. (5-11,190)
Harris Burnett
WOLB-52 Larry Lswls
Sr. (6-3,235)
Jr. (8-1,265)
WILB-55 Wlllle Beamon
'supremacy will once again have to WG-68 Mike McCllnlon
Sr. (8-1, 215)
Jr. (6-4,240)
Jim smith
SILB-44
Bob Macauley
1
be proven on the grid-Iron.
Jr. (6-2,220) . 'SOLB-47 Larry Polowskl
Sr. (6-3,235)
Mike Boouwasaert
Sr. (6-2, 185)
Sr.
(6-0,
180)
Dale
Bunn
LCB-10
Larry Morrill
Theemphaslsthlsyear Ison defense, 0B-11
Sr. (6-0, 195)
So. (6-1, 180)
Jay Bennett
88-25
Sam Miller
whereAP second team ALlllAmer- ~
Sr. (5-9,170)
s-, (6-2, 190)
ObleGraves
F8-30
Layne Osborne
Sr.
(5-11,160)
Sr. (8-1, 190)
Jerome
Young
lcan Willie Beamon heads an FL-21
RCB-49
Nash BaJlnton
Sr. (8-1, 190)
Klcker-18
Tom
Sarette
extremely talented Iinebacklng
.s-,
(8-1,185)
Punter-19 ,Ed Thomas
crew, and second team Academic
Bronco Offense
ntan Defense
All-American,
Miller, leads a LT-73
Sr. (6-3, 185)
Sr. (6-1,220)
SE-e5
lonnie Hughes
Lou Falcone
Sr. (6-1, 220)
PT-76
swift defensive backfield.
Doug MG-54 Greg Healy
Renny Buckner
Sr.
(6-0,
230)
PG·50
Dale Phillips
Mike Galtry
Scott's experience on the line AT-00
Sr: (6-2: 230)
Jr. (6-1,200)
Co56
Mark Villano
W5-!iO
Jim Auck
should give BSU good run S5-99
So. (6-0,225)
Jr. (6-2, 200) _ ~9
Shawn Beaton
Marvin Smith
Jr. (6-3, 210)
OT-67
Bob Markovich
containment and a quick pass rush, WSLB-55 John Bungartz
j~:
Jr. (6-1,230)
TE-84
Webb Sphar
SSLB-53 Clarence Irving
when teamed with Jeff Taylor and WSCB-16
Jr. (6-3, 185)
Sr. (6-1,160)
OB·16
Hoskin Hogan
Mike Garnett
Jr. (6-0,190)
FB-33
David Hughes
88-28
Mark Vaillancourt
new commer Willie Tufono.
So. (6-1,210) .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
So, (5-10,170)
TB-20
So. (5-11, 18C) ll>
cedric Mlntor
. Bob McLean
- Along with Beamon, team leader F5-30
Jr. (5-11,175)
So. (5-tO, 160)
FL·13
Lance LaShelio
SSCB-19 Emzle Massey
Bob Macauley, Larry Polowski and Klcker-11 Dale Bunn
Larry Lewis, provide the Broncos Punter-11 Dale Bunn
with the best IInebacklng corp In
the Big Sky. Miller will be joined
by an active Nash Balinton, much
When Hogan throws, he will have thing ever to happen to a Boise
improved Larry Morritt,
and Lonnie HUghes and Lance LaShelle State running game. His ability to
returning lettermanlayneOsbome.
at wide receivers and Webb Sphar go up the middle, cut back against
This is a secondary that averaged at tight end for targets. Hughes Is the grain, literally outru~n, the
two interceptions a game last year. a tall, strong, and quick receiver opposition, as well as cat
the
The offense should be explosive if able to catch the ball in traffic.
football makes him the ,
Criner'srebuiltlnterior
line can get Should teams overplay Hughes, dangerous weapon In the Big Sky
moving. The men-responslble
for LaShelle will have a super game, Conference.
Hughes provides
the success of the offense will be because of his fine catching abl!lty much of the blocking for Minter,
honorable mention Ali-American,
and knack for getting open, Sphar but Is a powerful runner himself
10% discount on tlt&s
Mark Villano at center, Bob has proven he can block and hang who can pick up crucial short
(, tubos fot studonts_
Markoylch and Renny Buckner at on to the ball In practice play. The yardage. BSU 'wlll also rely on
dutlng Sltpt.
"
the tackles, and Dale Phillips and receiving crew will be, backed by Fred GOode and James Jackson to
Shawn Beaton
~he guard
return specialist, Mike Brady, bolster the 'runnlng game.
positions. Villano's experience and along with Lambert Dc:lvis and'
"'e kicking game looks solid with
leadershipablllty should speed up . Duane Dloughy. ,
.
the leg otTom Sarette handling the,
the line deveiopment:
,When
Hogan Isn't unloading passes placekicking chores and Ed "'omas
By
In The backfield, Hoskin Hogan will he will have Cedric Minter and. doing the punting.
lead a multi-talented group of David Hughes to hand off to.
. Cal State Fullerton comesto town
1119 Broadway

sg:
W.iJr

Ie
is

Bronoos for the first time ever. The
Titans flrilsh,ad 4-7 last year, lad by
quarterback Dale Bunn, (954 yds'
passl~g, 281 rushing) who hit 51%
of his passes. His targets this year
will Include wide receivers Marcus
WilliamS, Mike Beeuwasaert, and
Jerome Young. Also four of the
five leading rushers return to
handle the ground game, Jay
Bennett (643), Mike Martin (464),
Oble Graves (423), plus Bunn's 281
yards.
"'eTitansalso have offensive line
troubles, according to head coach
Jim Colletto, where only guard
Leonard King returns.
Rich
Graczyk, Harris Burnett, Jim Smith
and Mike McClinton will join King.
Colletto alsowill emphaslzedefense
this year, as he has Four starters
returning. Back are tackles Mark

sam

~~'lt~'
~~

l~:~l

Galtry and Lou Falcone, along with
Mike Carnett and Bob Mclean at
safeties.'
DaleBunn
will also.
handle the kicking duties, as he did
last year.
"
Going Into the seeson, Q>lIetto Is
oonoemed ,with Intergratlng the
offensive lineman and running
. backs qUickly, and developing
ooheSlon on the defensive team.
Another problem Fullerton,
a
PCAA team, faces Is that If plays 10
games of Its 12 game schedule on
the road. Thla could cause a moral .
problem as the season wears on for
Colletto's charges.
saturday's contest comes doWn to
which offensive line gels faster,
and whether or not Boise State's
defense Is as awesome . as it
appears to be on paper. If ltla that
strong, it may be a long night and a
rude Introduction to theBig Sky
Conference for the cal State
Fullerton Titans.
'Kickoff Is set for 7:30 p.m. MDT. A
capacity crowd is expected for the
first of seven home games this
season.

I
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backs and .receivers.. .Hogan
. completed 51% of his passes and
had only 9 il1terreptions ~ut of the
198passes he attempted. He will
be, backed up by soVh Kevin.
MgDonaid a quarterback with "good
football sense and ability, lacking
only In experlel\j::e.
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$ 4.00 for young adults 18-26
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LEARN RETAIL MANAGEMENT
PART TIME
Radio Shack offers the opportunity for you to
start your career working part time with us,
while you're now in college.
Get a head start in the retail management
field with the top company in the industry and,
at the same time, eam extra income. Join us,
a division of Tandy Corporation (NYSE) and
later step into your own store management
upon graduation.

Th

'I

'"

a

376-0993

.,
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by Dallas Overfield·.
University of Iowa In Iowa City and
You don't have to bean art buff to ,directs what Is "undoubtedly' the
appreciate Mauricio Lasansky's5m~st
influential
graphic arts
The: Nazi Drawings, In fact, all ·workShop In the world." His work
that's necessary is an understandis known throughout .the wor:1d,and
lng of human suffering and despair - l,asansky has been honored by over
and brief familiarity with the Nazi sixty 'one-man exhibitions since,
era.
.
I
. Mauricio Lasansky was born in
Argentina in 1914 but has since
resided in the, U.S. since 1943. He
is currently in charqe of the
1.1,
.PrintmakiQg Department at the

Call me.to learn more.

,

CD

P rtf itsof

Our Store Managers' earnings include a
share of the store's profits, Those Managers
who completed. our training pro~ram three
years ago averaged $11,215 their first year
, as Managers, $1 a,355 the second year .and
$22,605 the third year. If you feel. you are
above averaqe. then earning potential is
. even greater. .
•

aZI r wings f
•

,.1945.

. His Nazi Drawings are
housed in a special gallery of the
University of iowa Museum when
they are 'not on tour.
The Nazi Drawings consist ofa
series of thirty, to be viewed in a
definite sequence, as you would

.Icome' to DSU

'I

~ A TANDY CORPORIITION

~~~AN

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

j...................................................................
speclCii" "Student......

COMPANY

EMPLOYER

__

""Prices:
....-

D'arches - W/C and Print Papers

20o/00ff

2 0 %off
20% off

AquaBee Newsprint Pads'

((JftJ •
r

.

Wood Sketch Boxes

Back To School Stomp
Sept-9

20%ff

on all other art and

. . - /0 drafting supplies-good
,thruSept. 16...

* featuring:

.

Winsor & Newton

*

white nylon brushes
large selection
of cssorred portfolios &. presentation'

No Breaks

First Hundred GefFree
Glass Of Beer or $1.00 Pitcher of Beer

LD.'s Wi!! Be Checked

'

Lettering Brushes

1CO/off

Music By Sky Walker
Disco Sound BV
Scott latimer
.Continous Music
9:00 to 12:45

Art & Sign no. 8

admission. $2.00

t,..

Mardi Gras
12~ The' Univen,ity Arbiter . Wednesday , September 6,J978

cases* New low prices on Hyplor
Acrylics
OPENTI,LL .9 PM
Aug 30,31
Sept] ,5,6,7,8

~
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marvel at LasanSKy~sexpertise as
read a comic slrlp. Yet the subject
an artist and also as an historian.
dealt with is anything but comical.
certainly, the crux of The Nazi
'The first three drawings are
Drawings Is best described' by
introdU<;tory and very simple In
Mauricio Lasansky, In his statedetail.
They present the nazi
ment: "Dignity Is not a symbol
himSelf in the typical ·uniform of
bestowed. on man, nor does the
skull helmet (It large helmet that
word itself possess force. Man's
looks like the top of a skull, with
dignity is a force and the only
teeth Jutting out over the eyes as a
; modus vivendi by which man and
visor) and a tightly-fitting suit, In
his' history
survive.
When
which tha soldier Is.encased like a
ml~twentieth
century' Germany
sausage. The soldier Is therefore '
did not let man live and die with
"entombed In' his clothing, a
this right, man became an anImal.
condition of being half~buried in
No matter how technologically
life."
.
advanced or sophisticated, when a
From here, the drawings become
man negates this divine right he
more detailed and' involved in
not only becomes self-destructive,
subject matter as well as In' art
but castrates his history and
medium, a1thougl\ Lasansky has
poisons our future. This Is What
used only lead pencil,
red
The Nazi Drawings are about."
watercolor, a brown turpentine
Now on display at the Boise
wash, and several pages torn from
Gallery of Art until October tst, '
the Bible as a collage effect.
The Nazi Drawings. You wiH not
• Besides being moved and deeply
come away untouched by this
disturbed by the message of The
splendid exhibition.
Nazi Drawings, y~u can't help but

1.00

b
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"
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., ....

DIS-COUNT
IN S"€PT€MB€R
WITHS"TUD~NT OR FACULTY ID

·'UljC()
~(~~1()~99

I~~r." Fridel'" ~I~tlt
S:'J() t()fTllcllll~llt
2.50 Per Person

Free Skates
Dance on Our Porf.ableDance Floor
'/1'\ \\!of)
...\f)
0\1(.0

\to\)I\(.
$

Have
an
Ice
Time

<"0",
.10
~

°b" ~

~IJ "If,

ICE SKATING & CO.
1771 Wildwood
Boise; Idaho 83704 '

~ ~blJ

• •
.~~

Special Events - Jeans Night
Blades T-shIrt Night

AND MUCH MORE

13- The <Universit.y, ·Wednesday; September 6,1918
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THE LAST WORD
by Terry McGuire
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5. Who wrote thebElst seiling noveL.' '
"The Final Diagnosis"?
1. Just before he dies In Citizen 6. \Mlo narrated tl1e 1949 Disney
Kane, Orson welles murmers the cartoon,
"The adventures 'of
name of a sled he had as a child. ,Ichabod and Mr. Toad"?
Name that sled.
7. Name the starting defensive
2. Who
the : A( Drulyuoor In lineman for the. 1967 Green Bay
Jefferson Alrplane,B) Organist in Packers.
the Rascals, C) Rhythum guitarist 8. Who sang the song "Little
in Southern Comfort, D) Bassist in Children"?
Deep Purple, E) Lead guitarist In 9.
On the teleVision cartoons,
the Grass Roots, F) Drummer in Dudley Nlght~ade
whose
Blind Faith.
foe?'
3.VVhat were the nicknames of Jim 10.
VVhoplayed the sisters in
Anderson's daughters on the T.V. "Psycho"?
.
series "Father knows Best"?
Answers in the Classifieds
4. Who played the killer in "He
Ran All The Way"?
by Mark- C. Brough

was

about

him .'
"Being 'away'is true freedQm. Do
not mistake me for a lisiener or
citizen or friend. And when I' get
that look In.myeyethat
says I'm
going 'away,' do me a favor. Let
me go. "from Running and BEing
by George Sheehan
Simon and
SChuster, pub. 1978; pp 224

GeorgeSheehanisnottobemistaken
for' some slap-em-on-the-Sundaymorning-buddy YOU'd like to take
home for a brunch of rolls and
coffee. If you see him on the road
" and approach him, there:.s likely an
amused, if not slightly remiffed
smile creased about his lips. Then,
point blank, he'li look you straight
that George can teach us.
in the eye, with a disarming glare
To the "elder statesman" of run.that's saying what his words
nlng, is bestowed the right to Insult
cannot, and in hedonist fashion, his audience if he wishes (but you
turn his back and walk away, seldom care). He's not going to
without care. You've taken him smile if he feels like frowning, or
away from the more Important . laugh at some humorless joke when by Chuck Bufe
"business" of his life.
his mind lies out there on the road,
Writing hatchet jobs is fun- for a
One feels this poignant aloofness and he sees himself doing the only
each page of his book Running and thing he really wants to do: to run while. It seems like that's all I've
Being; never so much a testimony , away from It all, Into a world where been writing (re films) for thtllast
year, and I'm getting tired of It ...
of what running can do for us, but he controls
the bounds, the
how it has shaped George's life In atmosphere,the rules of the game. but here comes another one.
such a way that there's no pain, no
Running and Being is the end pro- . Honestly, I really do. nqi . like to
remorse about tumlng his bake on duct of fifteen years "of searchig for write these things, but considering
the terrible quality of the movies
the world and floating Into a the higher purpose, in every action,
leisurely run.
Likely, there's a high or low that Sheehan commits shown around Boise, I have no
point as to where the reader Is himself to. It might well be called alternative.
And Foul Play Is a terrible movie.
turned off by blaring audacity and spiritual ascent, If suffering and
indlvldualism;but at that point it's loneliness are criteria for such a It has three chances,to make It: asa
comedy, as a thriller, and as a
too late. If you've survived George game. Or maybe flight.
Right
to the point where what he's saying from every problem, accentuated romanceD It falls mlse;ablyat all
three. One of Foul Play s problems
Is all coming horne, then you feel or no - but after awhile it doesn't
Is casting ~ can you believe Chevy
immeasurable admiration for this matter. I a world where people
man who does what most only wish their lives wlsking by antl are Chase as a "hlp" cop? Neither can
they had the guts to think about. helpless to prevent the loss, let us I. How about Goldie Hawn as an
C'mon now,
Running and Being Is not the last cleer for one man Who knows what athletic librarian?
Burgess Meredith
word In running manuals. It Is not he wants, where to find It, and really ..•..
the prototype encyclopedia of INOn't.let anything stand In his way does the best he CPJl with the lines
running knowledge that Is flooding when the feeling, for leaving It all given him, b_utlStill looks as If he'd
the market now. The grunt-erri-out
behind Is stronger than·the clamor '. prefer being back In the role of the
"Pe~guin" on Batman .....•
It'd
basics were left by George Sheehan of uncertainty. all, and forever
.-:._--......---------:---.......,.-------'.:...-,
.
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for other barking crusaders Who
felt their approach to the sport the
best, the most revolutionary, the
most easily acoossable to the
everyday person who wanted to
join the legions on every available
patch of traffic free terra. That's
where' we can separate the facts
that other experts' Can tell us, and

.TR I VIA RAT .

"

-.

FOUL PLAY

"Tax The Churches League" to
ba more dignified.
A worse problem Is the script. It assassinate. the Pope, tlNO of the
allows Chase virtually no chance to prime conspirators being an albino
display his considerable skill at and a dwarf.
slapstick, and presents Hawn In a
typical dumb blonde role.
The
As arorrence, Foul Play is even
humor "in "this flick Is. extremely worse than as a thriller or comedy.
low-brow; one extended segment"~.The character porlli'Ayed by Hawn
(at least a minute or tlNO long) Is disgustingly dumb and domlportrays two old ladies' playing nearing. Given two such repulsive
SCrabble..; an "f" Is on the board, 1e-a."Jingfigures, the disastrous
zoom in on the letters "uck," after outcome of Foul Playas a romance
an interminable delay, zoom In on is fully predictable.
the letters "er," and then for the A couple of days after enduring Foul
flnala add "muther."
I can't think Play. I saw The Rocky Horror
of anything else. t~
of that Pict~re Show. It was positively
segmentexooptyou
ve been inspirational In comparison. By tho
warned.'" Another problem FOUl time this Is printed it"lNOn't be
Play has as a comedy Is the playing anywhere In this area, sol
distance between humorousscenes: won't bother to review lt: all I'll
they're separated by lengthy and say Is go out and see it the next
grlaly murder segments, and. by tll'l'le' It's In town.
gooey romantic scenes;
As a thriller, FoulPlayfailshorrlbly,
Forthos~ofyouwholiketolookon
partly because of the l!ltersperslon . the brighter side of things, I should
of Cl)medy and romantic segments, have' something next week -a
but mostly as a result of the review of Animal House, which
absurdity of the plot (I know,' I according to ail the reports I've
know, fOUl Play, Is a farce, but heard Is very funny.
farces are supposed to be funny. on Foul Play Is currently showlngatthe
a fairly consistent basis, and this Overland Park, as is'. Animal
flick" Isn't) - a conspiracy by the House.

say

EXPRESS
YOURSELF'

·1

With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you, by the Imagemaker.
Come in -and find out how we can help
you be yourself
the best
possible way.

At Zales, we choose our diamonds
as lovingly as yhu chose each other.

in

a. Marquise-shape
solitaire, $675 b; Round solitaire, $600
Both available in platinum.

APPOINTMENTS, Day 8. Evening.
or a Complimentary Consultation

~

~~~

336·9' II

Zales and Friends make wishes come huel

-"'--ES

The Diamond Store
Student Accounts "elcomeemcre8tPIa~a
14-TheUniflenityArbiter,·Wednesday,

II/utl'allons e,jlarged.

Shoppm~ Center
september 6, 1978
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September 6th thru September 16th

Wednesday, Sept 6

Monday, Sept 11

Transitions:
A photo exhibit by Bill.
Richmond, . BSU University Gallery thru
October 5th.

Wednesday-, Sept 13

Square Dancing C1t,1b,SUB Ballroom 7:30
p.m."9:00 p.m., regular club dance following
336-9535 or 385-3623. Meets each Monday.

The Arbiter

Friday: Sept 8

EI Fin del Mundo by Luis Valdez, a drama in
the special Events Center 8:00 p.m. 345-9761
for information ..

Annual Arts & Crafts Festival begins at
noon, Julia Davis Park thru the 10th.
Outdoor Activities: Climbing clinic for
beginning, and intermediate climbers at Slick
Rock, Sept. 8-10,385-1455 or 344-9512.
Arbiter c1assifieds due 4:00 p.m., 385:·1464.

FridaY,Sept 15
Outdoor Activities: tv1ountaineering, North
face of Mt. Hayburn in the Sawtooths.
Experienced climbers only. Sept 15-17th.
385-1455 or 344-9512 for information.

Saturday, Sept 9
Boise Public Library sponsers a childrens'
2 pm.

Arbiter classified Ads are due in by 4:00
p.m., Owyhee Room, second floor SUB.

singalong,

Tuesday, Sept 12

hosts an
by; Bill

Co'iden Age of Hollywood ~- the Last SG
Years: 7:00 p.m., SUB Ballroom ..

BSU vs. Cal State, 7:30 p.m.,

Bronco Stadium.

Boise State University
pool
students, faculty, and. staff:

Treasure Valley Concerts presents Champagne jam,Les Bois Park, 10 a.rn., to 8 p.rn. '

A column for the Arblter', readers wflo
have something that they want to give
away ABSOLUTELY
FREE - NQ
STRINGS ATTACHED.
{The editor
reserves the right to' edit for toote and
lengthl. Thoro will be no charge for
theae ads, supponlng tho Idea of gratis.
Be descriptive and Include your phone
number or address. We al80 need your
full ni:me for our records.

HELP WflNTED

ATION CONTACTNAOINE COBB,
MANAGER.376-0501
.

FOOD'· SERVICE· liAs

SAOA
IIOVer8I part-tIme Openings fOl" the
dinning. hall. & catering. service. Apply III the food service D1rec1or'lI
office
In theatudent
Union
, Building.
.

7.35 X 14mounted studded snow tires.
$30 pair. Two-man tent $30. Call Salfy
at 342-0039 or 385-1464.

UNCLE. ARB WANTS
YOUr
We need reporters tQ work on a
. regular basis or from time to time.
Previous experlenceisnot necessary
but enthusiasm and willingness to
work are; the pay Is $.50 per
column Inch. Interested? Come to
the ARBITER offlca, 2nd floor of
the SUB weekdays between 6 and
5.

for

Satu~day,Sept 16
Boise Public Library presents Traditional
Indian Dances from Idaho at 2:00 p.m.
.

.

Boise Area Youths'
CLEAN-A-THON
sponsored by Boise Fri~nds Church.
FOOTBALL: BSUv-s. Long Beach State at
.

5:30 p.m. in the Bronco Stadium.

-

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
send $1.00 for your 256-pagel
mail order catalog of Collegiate
Research. 10,250 topic listed;
Prompt .Delivery. Box 25907-8,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213)
4n-8226

WANTED - Student contributions
for lIl1lcles on altllffiate life stylro.
foods, rellglons,energy, education,
marriages.
ContllCl Dana at the
ARBITER,365-1464.
Artlclo
deadline will be mllh.'\eptember.
All contribUtions will be considered
and th0a8 Drlnt~ will be paid for.

..

,MUS'le -----l
SELLINO a broken-down S8arlI caseette
stereo for parts, $15. lotI of new parts
from when Sears tried to .flx It. Call
385-1464 days, '343-3065 nights.

DSU CONCESSIONS NEED 50
people to work .Bronco
Honie
football gamos. Apply lit snack bar
In tho Student. Union Building.
BOOKSTORE SALESPERSON
to
work momlngs(hours flexible) AT
IDAHO
BOOK,
WESTGATE
.MALL. ,EXPERIENCE
PREFERABLE. FOR' MORE INFORM-

hours'

Mon, Wed; Fri - 4:30-9:00 pm
"Tues& Thurs -4:30-7:00 pm
. , Sat & Sun -1:0(}.5:00 pm
'Alumni and f~milies -Wed" Fri & Sun only.

Boise State University and Gem State
Frisbee Club presents The Idaho State
Frisbee Championship, SUB lawn, 1p:"OOa.(11:

LOTS OF RR TRACKS? Sturdy SChwln
5-spood for sale cheap.
Steven
336-1923 or 38S'1464.

#3 is available.

Thursday, Sept 14

Boise Little Theatre production, The Seven
342-5104.

Year Itch, Sept. 8 - 16.

FOOTBALL!!

Call

Last day to register late, except by petition,
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00- 4:00 p.m.

Arbiter #2 is available today.

Boise' State University. Gallery
opening
party for Transitions
Richmond, 6:30 p.m.

Foreign Film: Cries and VYhispers.
385-1223 for information.

D1
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As a campus service, tho Arblter will
print genuine lost and found ads froo of
charge to lis readers. Agsl~, be
aescnPlIVll, Indude poone numUl'lT '"
address and -your full name for our
records.

PENPflL S'---I
A boost for prisoners wflo want ·to
:F~~t:t~~~~~~ChEacharge
~
the Inmate. It's up to you out there,
then, to keep those cards and letters
going.

D'-'"
,-...MAT""
I .Jl' HI I
1-----1

J.' .........."""

I
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SO? Whllt happened to you guys?
We run a loglt contest, with real
money for a prize and nobody
shows up.. Just to show you our
hearts are In tho right place, we are
going to give you &nQther chance •
This weak's
DE·CLASSIFIED·
CONTEST ~ will award the lucky
winner' a .$6 certificate· from. the
Bookstor$ &Ii\!2 free column Inches
of ARDITEI\cl~lfled
BlIver:t'slng.
··In oraerto.WIII;-lIIIyOUrmeci'OOIlcome . lilt? '.the ARBITER· of lice
blItwoontl and 5 WOOkcIaylI and
rec:lIe (01" rlllid, If you know how)
tho anawera to Stump TriVia Rat
thoARBlTERlIIICl'lItary,
Pllggy. 00
It; dammlt.

to .

-

Answers

to SlUmp Trivia RIll

1.Rosobud.
2. A)Spencer.
Dryden,
B) Felix
Cavaliere. C) CSrl Barnwell, 0) NIcl<
Simper, E) Creed Bratten, F) Ginger
Baker.
3 .: Bfltty _
nicknamed "Princess;"
!<athy was nicknamed "Kltlen."
4. John Garfield
5. Anhur Halley ...'
_ _.
·---8: BlnlJCl'08tlY·BI1Q
l1lIinoone
7.Uonel Aldridge and Willie Davis at
th8. Ends;. Henry Jordon. and.' Ron
t<oetolnlk at th9 Tackles
...•.
8. Billy J •.J(rsrnor and. tho Dakotas

BalIn

9..Cl'u8adilr'RabbIt",

.

'

...
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SKI-

OR BUSiERZ

ARMONT "ULTRALITE"
77-78 SKI BOOTS
lI~t 150.199

~

nnnD
VVVft

I'

8(J"'~"
'l1li'frD I

Lange Boots
;1

Phantom
Freestyle
Banshee

~29991'
f

i

1\),

.
our PCIUhl".olceA Z
~D

i£~t~~r:
Skis
Sarner 2002 Skis
Koelssl Formula A Compact Skis
Regufar 79.95 to 109.09

,

J.
f

list 165.00

HEAD ~SN06~RD;'
SKIS list 155 00:

89'9' 8

9 99
""'89"88

t If!.

'fi

off

A

KERMA OR SCOTT MEF I
FISCHER "SUNRAY" CUT 70
·78-79 SKI POLES
•~ERIES SKt
' . Made expressly for Sunset I
Sunset Exclusive!
Reg. 14.99 ~
78-79'5 most
f
popular colors.. ~
.
List 140.00' .
41
DYNAMIC With straptess
SSIGNOL"CYCLONE" SKI POLES grip. Reg. 14.99
"ARROW" 7~~79SKIS
10
..,.
f
elusive from Rossignol!
•
lIsF 145.00
1 QUaT1 BOlA BAGS
10
f
Reg. 2.79

11.7'7

8.99

9998

A99

.,.
, ROSSIGNOL ROSSIGNOLVINYL.
'''FIREBOLT''
RECREATIONAL SKI BAGS
SKIS
Holds up to 215 em skis.
elusive fro~
list 20.00
Rossignol! f
II t 12000

.~1499

i

"..

tj

95

~m49~

( :. =====,,=-=.
3
1
J
124.
ALlSOP

GERRY MEN'S & LADIES'

c:,°L:~E
78-79 ·SPALDI~G "DON~A"
"FALCON"
LADIES Boo113
MEN'S SKI BOOT.S.
'lIst.HOoOO
.
99
Top quality ski equlpment- Sizes 7-13lh.
prIces slashed,
Reg. 1.~.00
"" GARMONTJUNIOR
SKI POLES'
DYNAFIT "MAGIC"
"SCOUT"
Dovre. Kerma
MEN'S & LADIES'
SKI BOOTS
99 SKI BOOTS
88
list 47.00
. Sunset. Excluslvel·
99
SKI BOOTS
Reg. 115.00
.
•
'Hanson. Caber, lange

'f".

.,

11.

R ooWN SKI PA

,
"

SSALOMON
202
KI BINDINGS .'

66

With leash
lIat 44.00
~
...

AKA

vs "..

77-78 styles

19.99 f" t19.99

HCC MEN'S & LADIES
SKI SUITS'

.' .... ".co

Reg. 54.00 to 70.00
f"HOTFINGEA"
Choose tram a wide variety of
SKI GLOVES
styles and colora-some with
f'olarguard InSUlation. ' •. . Reg
.• 18'11'

2.·..99

$14.95

i
(l

N .. -

~~Ts~F~

Reg. 27.50

114'.88to 139.99

SALOMON555E BINDING
WITH STRAP
Ust 109.95""7441°

t29

t

~t:;~~~·I~~::.gION"

89 O(}

List 130.00
HANSEN "EXHIBITION".
"AVANTI", OR "ESPRIT"
77.78 SKI BOOTS
Reg.. 148.00 to 198.00 ~

~Ist 65.00 SfLVA,CROSSCOUNTRYSKIS
list 5O·r

72.

'34

00

'A

..

'.

48

SALOMON555 BINDING
WITH LEASH
list 99.95 J,

TONKIN CANE SKI POLES
•
Reg. 12.95
TEMPO 150 WAXLESS
@CROSSCOUNTRYSK.IS
0
MJi88l1sl62.5O

90

fA""

24 88

4999

TT

or

=&=Y=O=PH=&=R==t.t
~J~}
J,19
~'ct"
--,

t1r 'fr'J:..

~~~ 35.00

I

7;1 (' ."

~

\
't'f>\

~~

J![,(,/'£.9t=,~"

1\.~/:7>.~ -3J--7

MONtTREMB'LANT SKI SUITS
Adult
KidS
Reg. 105.00$ Jj ft.
Reg. 60,00

t 2 II 95
:Jl"r
TOPHEA.SYNTHETIC,FILL SKI SUI113
..9,S..

"1'7

5495

179

T~:~ER

99 '

•

list 109.95$
~.

MONT TREMBLANTSKI PANT$
Side zipper, fnsulated.
Mens
Kids
Reg.35.oo~1999
R~.30.oo

Rcg.135.00

U

SALOMON555' BINDING
WITH SKI BRAKE

0

MONT TREMBi..ANTSKI BI~BERS

Adult

41._

t 11

SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT
SPORTCOSPlITKEINOR SARNER
CROSS COUNTRYSKIS list 65.00
88
ROSSIGNOL "TOURING AR"
,
CROSS COUNTRYSKIS
.'

Kfds'
9SReg• 85~ooi

DOWN FILL ~~Js&UITS

R'9. 175.00

Reg. 135.00

1o~~.~_1.~~8~t119.9S

~~~II~~tal~l~

8

~

11599

Off

~~~~:
rt:olal'

.•

off,

U

IRUVlDtm'll

~~~1:5.oo"""49~
f ~.,

.

OR BllMrD
"'~I\

SKIPii9 ..95

S

179
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